
Module 2, Preparing for ELLs

Patrick Sin

Select two or three learning artifacts found in Module 2 and prepare a paragraph for each artifact that

 describes the artifact 

 indicates why you selected that artifact 

 summarizes why it is important in the context of working with ELLs 

A. Multilingual navigation signs/vocabulary charts

Image to right: An English literacy sign created by the literacy
committee of the school, TDSB

This artifact is special because it is compassionate towards the learner to
have comparative text that is listed next to images and a student’s native
language. This artifact is a living example at a school I frequent, and
copies are posted to classrooms around the school. I chose this artifact
because it is a tool that can last, is simple to make if we can find
interpreters or parents to help make them.

This is important because it reaffirms that the native language is
purposeful (Cummins, 2014) and their prior knowledge in their first
language is valued in the school. Welcome signs are nice to have
depending on the school demographic, but for the ELL student, it does
not serve much purpose after the initial welcome. These information signs or community poster allows 
students to continually have opportunities to interact with the school. For example, Cummins notes that
the Toronto District School Board has put up signs in the students’ native languages to indicate the way 
to the main office. In the view of the teacher, new vocabulary can also be learned in the student’s first 
language.

B. Culturally Inclusive Schools Quote

“I loved that there is a book of ESL student success stories on the school’s website highlighting the 
achievement of former ESL students. These stories were written by current students. I noticed that they 
were also posted in the ESL hallway. I find this very encouraging to show new students that they can be
doctors, business owners and successful members of Canadian society.” Deanna Kerr in Culturally 
Inclusive Schools

This quote was unique to me because I have not seen this done before, and Cummins and many videos 
from the Ministry suggests doing a similar activity.



By having students building their own story, they are able to develop good work habits that will 
permeate into other subjects: organization, initiative, and self-regulation. ELL students are able to bring
their stories to the school, and they are valued by being posted on a display board in the school. 
Because the stories are genuine and about themselves, this is a rich task, which is important in 
constructivist learning. Other elements of the ELL curriculum such as civics and mathematics can 
follow after the student feels appreciated in the classroom and with his peers.
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